March 21
Writing Your Academic Memoir Workshop

10 a.m. to noon. Coffee and pastries at 9:30 a.m.
Cambridge Office Building Room 116
Park in the COB garage

Rice University Historian Melissa Kean needs YOUR academic memoir to help construct the story behind the thousands of photographs, experimental models, curriculum proposals, and documents that fill the Rice Archives. She and retired Professor in the Practice of Managerial Communications, June Ferrill—who is coming from Santa Fe to give this workshop—will help you begin launching your own account.

Why do people study what they do? How would you answer that question about your own career? Intellectual trajectories or academic memoirs can capture the passions of a lifetime in research or scholarship. Begin your academic memoir at this Wednesday morning ARRUF workshop.

Two sample intellectual trajectories can be found in the Fall 2017 issue of our newsletter on the ARRUF.rice.edu website.

This workshop is limited to 16 participants. Register now by emailing Diana Heard at diana.heard@rice.edu.